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Event Objectives
The overall objective of the project is to contribute to the social and economical sustainable
development of the Caribbean by strengthening the capacity for regional collaborative
action on critical ICT4D issues/potential in the Caribbean. Towards that end, this proposal
will set the basis and design a work plan for up‐scaling CIVIC as a regional mechanism to
promote knowledge exchange, capacity building and collaboration among Caribbean ICT
stakeholders

Consultant’s Terms of Reference
The International Institute for Facilitation and Consensus, S.C. (IIFAC) will provide one bilingual
(English‐Spanish) consultant, Beatrice Briggs, who will contribute in the project in the
following ways:
1. Participation in the consultation planning process, including a 2‐day planning session in
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, Sept 2‐3 2008.
2. Collaborative development of a detailed plan for the all Consultation sessions, including
time, description of the activity, person(s) responsible, materials needed, objective and
expected outcomes.
3. Facilitation of all Consultation sessions, November 13‐14, 2008
4. Collaboration with the rest of the workshop organizers to make any needed
adjustments to the program during the Consultation
a. Collaborative design of the Consultation evaluation format
5. Participation in post‐ Consultation evaluation by the Event Planning committee
6. Collaboration on the preparation of a final report that will include:
•

Detailed summary of the consultation outputs

•

Compilation of participant evaluations

•

Reflections on facilitation aspects of the event
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Consultant’s Activities and Deliverables
Date

Activity

Deliverable

Sept 2‐3

Planning meeting, Santo
Domingo, DR

Work plan for event preparation

Sept 9
Oct 5
Oct. 11
Oct. 17
Oct 18
Oct 24
Oct 31

Teleconference with Angelica
and others
Send to CIVIC event planning
committee
Send to CIVIC event planning
committee
Send to CIVIC event planning
committee

Nov 1

Send to CIVIC event planning
committee

Nov 3

Send to CIVIC event planning
committee
Send to CIVIC event planning
committee

Nov 4

Nov 10
Nov 13‐14
Nov 15

Dec 7

Facilitation of pre‐event
planning meeting, Juan Dolio
Event facilitation
Post‐event evaluation meeting
with consortium members and
Angelica

Draft agenda 1
Draft timeline (web)
Summary of agenda issues
Draft agenda 2
Draft Agenda 3
Draft Agenda 4
Draft Agenda 5
Draft timeline (banner)
Best of CIVIC interview format
Template “Best of CIVIC” stories
Event evaluation form
Short version of agenda for
website
Final Agenda – Attachment 1
Final timeline (banner)
Visions for the future worksheets
Printing estimate – banner and
other materials
Clarification of roles, tasks
See “Results” section of this report

Final report
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Consultant’s observations and recommendations
The CIVIC 2.0 event had three main elements: training, outreach in the Dominican
Republic and strategic planning. In retrospect, I feel that we neglected to pay
sufficient attention to how these three pieces would relate to each other and, as a
consequence, the four‐day experience was somewhat lacking in coherence and a
consistent commitment to the participatory values of the network.
Here are some observations about the relative strengths and weaknesses of the
various segments of the program, followed by recommendations for future
events and next steps.
The policy training turned out to be much more theoretical than interactive and
as a consequence, its contribution to the strategic planning process was limited.
Only time will tell if it contributes to building CIVIC’s capacity to engage in policy
advocacy.
The channel managers’ training suffered from lack of preparation and outside
support for the trainers. Professional coaching and/or external facilitation – or
even more engagement by other members of the CARISNET team ‐ could have
enhanced the interactive aspect of the workshop, freeing Stéphane and Yacine to
serve as content experts. With better preparation and time management, the
workshop probably could have advanced further in the development of the
channel managers’ terms of reference. Also, joint development of the Outcome
Mapping progress markers for channel managers also could have helped to
motivate and empower this group whose role is so important to the future of
CIVIC. No formal evaluation was conducted.
The event in Santo Domingo. While some long‐term benefits may derive from this
event, in the moment it was a missed opportunity to build a constituency for CIVIC
and a net drain on the energy of our group. No handouts were prepared and the
PowerPoint was lacking in focus and “punch”.
The strategic planning part of the event succeeded in strengthening of personal
connections among the participants, as well as constructing a shared history and
common vision for the future. Not surprisingly, when asked in the final evaluation,
“What was most valuable or important to you about this event?” 70 percent of the
responses referred to face‐to‐face contact.
Nevertheless, the development of a draft strategic work plan suffered from lack of
time. The draft work plans presented in the final plenary were not subjected to
critical analysis regarding priorities, feasibility or gaps. While some of this will
doubtless take place in future, on‐line deliberation, it would have been useful to take
advantage of this rare opportunity for in‐person debate. To do that, however would
have required at least another half day – if not a full day – of discussion.

It has been suggested that prior, online work on the strategic priorities would
have made it possible to advance further in the development of outputs during the
event. As you all know better than anyone, fruitful on‐line dialogue requires
careful planning, moderation and clear communication about both the process and
the intended results. Neither the CARISNET consortium members, nor others on
the event planning committee nor I, under the terms of my contract, had time for
such work. Therefore, the only on‐line preparation for the meeting was the
development of the CIVIC timeline.
I imagine that the tools available in the new portal will facilitate preparatory
work for future events. We must also remember, however, the importance of the
face‐to‐face element for producing thoughtful dialogue, creative problem‐solving
and serious commitment to implementation.
Best of CIVC stories. The results of this exercise, included in the “Outputs, day 1”
section of this report, suggest a potentially important way to capture the essence
of CIVIC’s role in the lives of its members and in the region. Read them!
Off program. This “open space” element worked very well and should be
included in future events of this kind
Logistical support was also excellent.

Recommendations
Overall planning
Carefully scrutinize the roles and responsibilities assigned to each member of
the organizing team and others involved in future events. Had we done a better
job of this, we might have noticed the multiple roles that Yacine was carrying
(local host, logistical supervision, channel manager co‐trainer, timeline
presenter, principal liaison for Santo Domingo event, off program coordinator,
etc.). Assigning some these responsibilities to others would have both lightened
his load and demonstrated the shared leadership that is a core value of the
network.

Training
When contracting a trainer (including volunteers and internal team members),
take the following steps to increase the likelihood that the investment of time and
money will be justified by the results:
•
•

Provide information about how adults learn and good practices for
trainers.
Require a advance description of the learning goals, course
agenda, percentage of time devoted to lecture, video, personal

•
•
•
•

reflection, large and small group discussion, interactive
exercises.
Ask to see all training or other materials prior to the event.
Ask that the trainer provide a bibliography for future reference.
Plan for participant evaluation of the training
If part of the objective is to build internal capacity, provide coaching and
feedback to the trainers.

Some next steps
•

•
•
•

Create the role of ‘documentarian” who periodically updates the
timeline and refines, expands and otherwise develops the “Best
of CIVIC” stories into a medium for communicating the essence of
the network is and how it functions
Create a “CIVIC Stories” section on the new website to continue
to harvest these personal testimonies
If it is not already contemplated, create a photo gallery section on
the new website.
Revisit the Outcome Mapping framework and integrate
monitoring and evaluation into the on‐going work of CIVIC

As always, it was a pleasure to work with the CarISnet team and to meet
some of the other CIVIC members. I hope to have other opportunities to
collaborate in the future. Meanwhile, if you have questions about this
report, please let me know.
All the best,

Beatrice Briggs
Director

Deliverables
1. Final Agenda
Day 1

Overall purpose – Day 1

09:00 Opening

•

Build group identity, a sense of belonging,
especially for new members and non‐
members

•

Collect memorable concrete stories that
exemplify what CIVIC has done well and build
on them to envision “the future CIVIC”, setting
the stage for next day’s planning

9:30 CIVIC Timeline
10:00 Launch of new CIVIC website
10:45 Coffee break
11:00 The Best of CIVIC stories
12:30 LUNCH
13:45 Visions of the future
15:00 Coffee break
15:45 Plenary
16:30 Evaluation of the Day
16:45 Departure to Santo Domingo

18:00 Conference/Reception at the Universidad Iberoamericana (UNIBE)
Day 2
9:00

Opening – Debrief event at UNIBE

9:30

Defining our Strategic Priorities
 Form work groups
10:30 Coffee break
10:50 Continue to work on strategic priorities
Peer review
12:30 LUNCH

Overall purpose – Day 2
Produce draft 2009‐2011 CIVIC
Work Plan that defines strategic
priorities; Seek consensus on
next steps, including future
development of collaborative
proposals by CIVIC members to
implement the strategy

13:45 Refine proposals
15:15 Coffee break
15:45 Final Plenary – reports from work groups and next steps
18:00 Close

2. Timeline (see page 11 for original graphic)

3. Best of CIVIC interview format
In pairs (10 minutes each)
Share a story about a time when you were really happy or proud to be a
member of CIVIC (or if your are not a member something you heard about
CIVIC or imagine that CIVIC might have done). A time when CIVIC made a
difference in your life or the life of someone you know. A time when CIVIC
helped someone solve a problem, overcome a challenge; see things in a new
way. What happened? Who was involved? What, if any, was your
contribution?

Note your partner’s responses here:

CIVIC 2.0 Event Evaluation Form
13‐14 November 2008, Juan Dolio, Dominican Republic
1. Event objectives
For each objective circle the number that most closely represents your view about the extent to which the event
objectives have been achieved
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Disagree
Objective 1: Strengthen CIVIC community through
5
4
3
2
1
face-to-face meeting
5
4
3
2
1
Objective 2: Define strategic priorities
5

Objective 3: Draft 2009-2011 work plan

4

3

2

1

Any additional comments related to the objectives?

2. Logistics
For each objective circle the number that most closely represents your view about the quality of the logistical
aspects of the event.
Excellent
Poor
Pre-event communication

5

4

3

2

1

Venue (Hotel Costa Caribe)

5

4

3

2

1

Food

5

4

3

2

1

Any additional comments related to the logistics?

3. Event program
Please give your appreciation of each session.
Day 1
CIVIC timeline
New website launch
Best of CIVIC stories
Visioning exercise
Reception in Santo Domingo
Any additional comments related to Day 1?

Excellent

Poor

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

Excellent

Day 2
Overall process for developing strategic priorities
Final plenary

Poor

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

Any additional comments related to Day 2?

What was most valuable or effective about this event for you?

What aspects of the event would you change?

4. Facilitator: Beatrice Briggs
Mark the statement that most closely represents your view about the facilitator’s performance?
Was responsive to needs
of the group

Strongly Agree

Somewhat Agree

Strongly Disagree

Managed time well

Strongly Agree

Somewhat Agree

Strongly Disagree

Created a space with trust
and safety

Strongly Agree

Somewhat Agree

Strongly Disagree

Maintained group focus

Strongly Agree

Somewhat Agree

Strongly Disagree

Animated and balanced
participation
Effectively managed
decisionmaking process

Strongly Agree

Somewhat Agree

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree

Somewhat Agree

Strongly Disagree

Do you have any other feedback for Beatrice?
5. Overall remarks and assessment
Overall how do you rate this event?
Very Good
5

4

Poor
3

2

Do you have any other suggestions or remarks you would like to share with the event planning
committee?
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Our Journey
Caribbean ICT Stakeholders Virtual Community
Organization

CIVIC Charter
adopted

ICA/ICRC Caribbean
ICT Roundtable
Barbados

Charter revised and
approved
First 4 thematic
working groups

Working groups
modality set

Structural
support

What will be CIVIC…

working group report
CarISneT consortium
forms

Regional
collaboration

CarISneT 1 starts

Caribbean
contribution to
WSIS

Policy advocacy

CIVIC 2.0 event

CarISnet 2 funded
for 1 year
Support for Caribbean
Telecentres workshop

Inputs for WGIG
presented at
regional ITU event

Launch CIVIC 2.0
web/platform

Training in channel
management and
policy advocacy

ICT4D capacity building
Diversity

1st step towards
automatic translation of
mailing list

Timeline

Automatic translation
of mailing list

Bienvenue

Research and
knowledge production

Membership

Haiti promotion
meeting

CARDICIS Funredes
meeting

Diversity coordinator
appointed
Caribbean ICT
clearing house
established

Dominican Republic
promotion event
Bienvenidos

Case studies contest

80

138

179

198

283

315

323(August)

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2002

CIVIC 2.0 Event

November 13-14, 2008

Dominican Republic

“Best of CIVIC” story: _____________________________________________________________________
(title)

Main character/s

What happened?

Related theme: _________________________

Result/s

Year: __________

Proposal title: _________________________________________________________________
Thematic area/s: ____________________________________________________________________________________
Summary: __________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________
Draft work plan
Actors & Roles

Activities

Sustainability
(human & financial
resources)

Potential benefits

Other help
needed

Timeline

I
----

I
----

I
----

I
----

I
----

I
----

I
----

Best of CIVIC stories (from original handwritten manuscripts, lightly edited by Beatrice Briggs)
Title: From Outside, Coming in
Main characters
2 “outsiders: Freya, a public servant from
Belize and Adam, a young person
working with OAS

What Happened
Freya heard of CIVIC at an ICT steering
committee meeting and was invited to
this forum. Adam heard about CIVIC from
Beatrice [Briggs] and could not believe
the multi stakeholder approach.

Title: WSIS involvement = CIVIC 2.0 preparation =
or “Roots, Fruits, Seeds”
Main characters
What Happened
CIVIC members working together and
CIVIC participation internationally; CIVIC
connecting islands in cyber space
preparation for a new vision
Title: Opportunity Now
Main characters
Lea, Dorienne (?), Liz

Results
Freya is so amazed at the use of knowledge to
mobilize this forum. She intends to join [CIVIC]
and is here for the consultation. Adam is willing
to include more young persons and thinks that
this is a “perfect place to learn” Both are excited
by knowledge sharing and collaboration.

Results
International and regional contribution by CIVIC

What Happened

Results

Serendipitous connection re
greening/recycling ICTs and [illegible]

Self‐appointed small group to take leadership on
greening and share with CIVIC

Title: Growing Up in CIVIC” or “Broadening thinking from pure IT to ICT4D
Main characters
What Happened
Kevin Harris, Consortium, CIVIC
Since becoming involved in CIVIC in
members
2005, Kevin has gained a lot of
knowledge and encouragement in the use
of IT tools in improving human/social
development initiatives.

Results
Kevin is now actively involved in social
development work in Belize. His involvement in
a project and portal called “Stay in School!” is a
direct result of his interest in ICT4D, fostered by
being a member of CIVIC.

Title: St Vincent Providing Publicity
Main characters
Rudi Daniel

Results
1. Civil society representative on National ICT

What Happened
Minister of Technology presented himself

Best of CIVIC stories (from original handwritten manuscripts, lightly edited by Beatrice Briggs)
as a CIVIC member in a public Gathering
and asked Rudi to be a voice for CIVIC in
a national ICT task force

Advisory forum
2. Rudi supplies regulatory advice and/or
comments
3. Business development for SMEs in country
areas

Title: Next Generation CIVIC: From the Now to the Tomorrow
Main characters
What Happened
Caribbean ICT4D students (of all ages),
New CIVIC members (i.e., student of e‐
CIVIC members/”experts” of the “new”
commerce master’s program UWI) are
ICT4D generation
motivated to share knowledge/interact
with CIVIC members/”experts”

Results
CIVIC membership increased. Need to pen spaces
for youth to speak up and new members to
interact with experts. This led to thinking about
mechanisms to promote that participation.

Title: Domain Name Rescue Mission
Main characters
CIVIC members

What Happened
CIVIC assisted St. Kitts and Nevis in
retrieving their domain name as
ownership was being threatened

Results
Mission successfully accomplished!

What Happened
Rafik attended the training

Results
Professional: Linux admin expertise; good sense
of Linux security; help partners; conduct training
in France

Title: Connecting People
Main characters
In 2005 , Rafik Abdesalam (sp?) , a
consultant for Taiguey Foundation from
Algeria, saw an announcement in CIVIC
of a training in Port au Prince, Haiti on
Linux and open source, with trainers
from Bulgaria, Haiti

Personal: Networking with people, teachers,
trainees; discover Haitian art, food.
Wishes: Keep initial ethic: democratic
participation, sharing information amongst
experts, practitioners and end users. More active
role. Not impose. Try to influence policy
development in our countries.

Best of CIVIC stories (from original handwritten manuscripts, lightly edited by Beatrice Briggs)
Title: The Happy Lurker
Main characters
Elizabeth Terry (ICT4D) Jamaica

What Happened
Members share their ICT‐related interests
challenges, initiatives and lessons learned,
particularly in regard to the development
process of CIVIC.

Results
ICT4D Jamaica learned from the CIVIC
experiences, opinions and suggestions as
they were pulling together their national
network. The informal influence also went
from ICT4D Jamaica to CIVIC through joint
members such as Valerie and Yacine.
Wishes: More harvesting documentation
and dissemination of lessons learned across
the region (including evolution of CIVIC).
Capacity building – especially for the
establishment of national networks

Title: Broadening Horizons through Collaborations
Main characters
What Happened
CIVIC community, consortium, IDRC
Growing into a consortium; presented
proposal to ICA (one of 2 out of 12 funded);
Received CIVIC mandate to undertake
strengthening of the process; presented
Caribbean paper to WSIS paper;
commitment of individual members
Valerie’s personal story

Results
Big community (support, wealth of
knowledge and expertise, commitment);
there is more presence in the region;
Professional growth of members; becoming
regional experts; exploitation of potential of
hard and soft skills and knowledge
I learned to deal with diversity of cultures
and ways of working, harvesting the best of
people. Opportunity to grow professionally
and gain Caribbean expertise. I had never
traveled in the islands. Made great friends
contacts and relationships in all the islands

Best of CIVIC stories (from original handwritten manuscripts, lightly edited by Beatrice Briggs)
Title: Networking Pays Off
Main characters
Dorienne Rowen‐Campbell, Carlton
Samuels, some farmers in Grenada

Title: CIVIC helping People
Main characters
four CIVIC members

What Happened
In an off‐agenda meeting at the
CIVIC 2.0 event in 2008, Carlton learned
about some farmers in Grenada that would
be an asset for a work he is doing.

Results
Dorienne gave the contact info for Carlton to
reach the farmers and add them to his
research

What Happened
In 2005, they discussed ICT in disaster
management (pre and post) virtually over a
period of 3 months. They gathered input
from other CIVIC members, distilled the
information and drafted a concept note in
one month – record time, given that the
collaboration was virtual.

Results
ICT in disaster management brief submitted
to CARICOM and the UN task Force. Pioneer
effort in Caribbean in area of ICT in disaster
management.

What Gives Life to Civic?
Group 1
Diversity (and respect for)
‐countries
‐ languages
‐sectors
‐age
Good moderation! YK
Ability to mobilize
Membership growth
Diverse content
Members’ commitment
Open and inclusive – democratic
Group 2
Networking
Collaboration
Participation
Participative decision‐making
Mobilizing expertise across borders
Group 3
Common areas of interest
Similar developmental challenge and needs
Cooperative spirit
Transparent
Ability to learn
Informal organization
Easy participation
Group 4
Common needs and same challenges
Diversity
‐ Background
‐ Language
‐ Territory
Group 5
Diversity
Flat governance
Shared vision, different objectives
Catalyst
Trust
Empowerment
Strong collaboration
Networking

Group 6
People
Commitment
Participatory democracy
Open‐mindedness
Cultural diversity
Direct conduit to stakeholders
Excellent moderation
Ability to agree to disagree
Sense of community
ICTs
Group 7
We do well in
‐ Multi‐stakeholder engagement
‐ High level of participation
‐ Non‐partisan/political
‐ Synergy : effect larger than sum of
parts
‐ Different levels (regional, national,
geographic, linguistic
‐ No junk mail
Factors of success
‐ Open 2 all/non discrimination
‐ Multilevel nature
(soc/geogr/linguistic/sectors)
‐ Goodwill – members of influence
‐ Collaborative decision‐making
‐ Volunteers – including
professionals
‐ High level of participation
‐ Quality
Group 8
Absence of anonymity (people are real)
Opportunity for people to take action on issues
of interest to them (leadership roles)
Respect for all languages of the region
Willingness of members to share information
and help each other (unselfishness)
Consistent moderation

Wishes for the future CIVIC
Will to be truly multilingual
Empowerment of channel managers and their teams
CIVIC as a model for successful collaboration
CIVIC is sustainable
Increased recognition in international and regional for a in ICTT/ICT4D
An official voice of Caribbean society
CIVIC to use more tools to show the power of ICT 4D in the Caribbean
Meaningful use of ICT to increase participation though interaction, taking into consideration new and
evolving tools the facilitate user appropriation
CIVIC to contribute to capacity building
To become a more action‐oriented real life community
Greater CIVIC presence regional ICT4D planning and discussions
Increase participation of Dutch speaking Caribbean youth
Capacity building workshops/events using CIVIC 2.0 platform and tools
Bringing students into the fold
More “younger” members to come on board to learn from the
“older” more experienced members
Formal recognition of CIVIC by all relevant regional organizations
including CARICOM
CIVIC= think tank x countries + region
makers = ICT4D

Decision‐
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Attachment 2: Evaluation – Day 1
Went well
Time management
Use of whole room
Facilitation of “getting to know”
Graphic timeline
Participation
What gives life to CIVIC?
Good spirit
Positive atmosphere
Indirect work on strategy
Could improve
Talk about failures, weaknesses
Work on strategy
Discover synergies
Electric power in the room
Improves time management (end even earlier tomorrow)
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Proposal title: Engendering greater youth participation in CIVIC
Thematic area/s: Youth___________________________________________________________________________
Summary: To increase youth participation and action in CIVIC____________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________
Activities:

Actors & Roles

1) Developing databank of
educational and youth
organizations within the
Caribbean

CIVIC/Youth
Channel

Sustainability
(human & financial)
resources)

Other help
needed

Follow up w/ ppl. Who join +
keep interaction high

Potential benefits

2) Attend ICT convention
+youth related
organizations in Suriname
+ Dutch Caribbean

ICANN, Reina Raveles

write proposal for funding

3) creation of specific youth
channel that allows
multimedia

Mrs. Gaspard‐Taylor
Mr. Adam Siegel

Advocate for increased
Storage capacity

Training in multimedia for
increased participation

Javier Pinzon
Adam Siegel
Mrs. Gaspard‐Taylor

financial resources to
conduct
training of trainers

Networking on
global/regional/national levels
to increase awareness of
ICT4D amongst youth

CIVIC Youth channel

Follow up

Plan and/or liaise with
existing ICT4D Youth
Summit

Kevin Harris

Proposal for financial
resources

CIVIC Approval

Increased Youth
participation and
action

Timeline

I
----

I
----

I
----

I
----

I
----

I
2010

I
2015

Proposal title: CIVIC Structure and Mechanisms
Thematic
[Type a area/s:
quote from theGovernance
document or the summary of an interesting point. You can position the text box anywhere in the document.
Use the Text Box Tools tab to change the formatting of the pull quote text box.]

Summary: _Aligning Governance Structure with new thematic requirements

________________________________________________________________________________________

Draft work plan
Actors & Roles

Activities
1.Civic Charter
Review
2. Channel Managers
charter drafting
3.Assessment of
feasibility of
Advertising and
Sponsorship
5.Capacity Building

1.Specific working
group to draft a new
charter
2.Channel Managers
3.Working group on
adv. and spons.
5.CIVIC member
organizations

Sustainability
(human & financial
resources)
1.CIVIC Members;
2.CIVIC Members;
facilitation by
CARISNET
3.CIVIC members;
Private Sector
Partners
5.Other NGOs

Potential benefits

Other help
needed

1.Capacity to
perform tasks as
per
vision/wishes
2.Increased
Regional
Presence.
3.Regional
Authority on
ICT 4D
4.Inproved
coordination in
regional
governance for
ICT4D.

3.Professional
Advice on web
advertising

Timeline

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Proposal Title: Regional FOSS Movement from Talk to action
Summary: The regional and national ICT agendas have identified FOSS as important. There is no stage is to
show deployment and uptake to achieve the benefits

Activities
1. Highlight challenges
2. Deal with perceptions
3. Identify practices in organising
communities of interest,
applications in telecentres, GIS,
etc
4. Encourage CIVIC use of
FOSS.. drupal, dimdim
5. Mobilise for ICT sector use
6. Reviewing the selection
process for ICT solutions from
big donors and funders eg Govt,
development banks
7.

Actors

Sustainability (human and Other Needs Potential
financial resources)
Benefits

CIVIC members who know about
OS

Human Resources
- Advocates and users who are
willing to implement

CIVIC members in the private and
public sectors who are cautious
about OS

Facilitation of a
dialogue between
the interest
community and
- Expertise from the region
the users to raise
(challenge, some techies do not like awareness
to blah blah blah.. )
Development of
Financial resources
business
- Money needed to research the best strategies which
practices and lessons learnt
could work

Reviewing cost
model for ICT
use;
Building regional
capacity for
independent
users
Growth of human
capacity within
the private sector
who provide ICT
services

Proposal Title: BEST PRACTICES FOR NATIONAL ICT/ICT4D POLICY DEVELOPMENT
_________________________________________________________________

Thematic area/s: National/Regional Collaboration; ICT & ICT4D Policy/Capacity‐Building; CIVIC Multi‐Stakeholder (MS) Governance
Summary:
Issues:

Model Promotion
CIVIC to support Research, Identification & Sharing of Best Practices (BP) for National Level Multi‐Stakeholder (MS)
ICT/ICT4D Engagement, Policy‐making and Action.
Access (Cost, Infrastructure, etc.); Regulation; Connectivity; Multi‐Lingualism.

Draft Work Plan
Activities
1. 4 Pilot initiatives to
Establish &/or Strengthen
National MS ICT/ICT4D
a) Regional BP
Identification
b) National Selection &
Assessment Exercise
c) National Interventions
2. Utilise CIVIC 2.0
Platform/Channel(s) to
execute (1.)
a) Seek revision of ICT4D
Belize Channel mandate
to “National ICT4D
Channel”

Actors & Roles
• Jamaica (ICT4D‐Jamaica,
JSDN /Resources
• Belize (Governance
Unit)/Pilot Candidate
(PC)
• Haiti (Compassion,
AHTIC, RDDH) / PC
• Guyana (DevNet) / PC
• St. Kitts/Nevis (Min. Sust.
Dev.) / PC

•

•

Sustainability
(Human & Financial
Resources)
CIVIC Members involved
or interested in
supporting National
Level MS Processes for
ICT/ICT4D Policy
Advocacy & Activities
Available National &
External Donor
resources for ICT/ICT4D
awareness raising &
advocacy

Potential Benefits

Other Help Needed
Resources:
• CISC
• CTU
• LACNIC
• U. of Oregon
• ISOC
CIVIC Related:
• CARISNET
• ACT!VATE

• Approved/suggested list
of National ICT/ICT4D
Policies; Programmes &
Activities that are Best
Practices.

• CIVIC Mandate endorsing

or advocating our
representation on
relevant Regional &
National bodies to
promote liberalisation for
increased Access (ie.
VoIP)

TIMELINE

I
----

JAN-JUN09

JUL-DEC09

JAN-JUN10

JUL-DEC10

JAN-JUN11

JUL-DEC11

1a
2a

1b

1c

1c

1c

1c

I
----

I
----

I
----

I
----

I
----

I
----

Proposal title: Regional Collaboration
Thematic area/s: __POLICY
Summary: _Influencing regional policy development thru regional and int. collaboration
_________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

Draft work plan
Activities
Identify input opportunities
Develop Calendar
CIVIC advocacy team
Identify champions
input thru CM
Dev draft
Agree through CIVIC process
Dev mech for representation
Feedback report into system
Followup track impact

Actors & Roles
Int. & reg orgs
Champions
Policy advocacy team

Sustainability
(human & financial
resources)
With growth and
effectiveness CIVIC may
require some paid positions

Channel Managers
CIVIC body or input/d
etc. Makers

Potential benefits

Other help
needed
Collab with int. & Reg
orgs
Collab with other CS/
multi stakeholders orgs
Funding sources

CIVIC presenters

Timeline

I
----

I
----

I
----

I
----

I
----

I
----

I
----

Proposal title: Regional Recognition for CIVIC
Thematic area/s: _Regional Collaboration; policy influence

Draft work plan
Actors & Roles

Activities
Indentify process required
To obtain Observer status
With CARICOM

Sustainability
(human & financial
resources)

Potential benefits

Other help
needed
Collab with int. & Reg
orgs
Collab with other CS/
multi stakeholders orgs

Discuss in CIVIC

CARICOM Observer
status provides entre to
other organisations

APPLY
After acceptance repeat
Process with other reg. orgs

Timeline

I
----

I
----

I
----

I
----

I
----

I
----

I
----
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Objectives


3 objectives
 Attract

new membership
old members
 Increase participation of members
 Retain

CIVIC 2.0 MEMBERSHIP AND
PARTICIPATION STRATEGY
Multilingual Communication Divas

Attract New Members


Who are the people we want to attract?
 We

want people with:

 INTEREST

in ICT.
 EXPERIENCE in ICT (people who run telecenters, teachers,
etc)
 WORK in ICT (people who currently work in ICT and ICT
policy related) It is vital for them, to get information to and
from the people in CIVIC

How do we find them


Go where they are:
 Online

places

 Facebook
 Other
 Other

mailing lists
forums

 Physical

places

 Meetings

and conferences
newspapers
 Watching TV
 Listening to radio
 Reading

1
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What we do to hook them


Good Logo design




Other members
 Create

a template that members can send to potential
members
 Create a membership drive - prizes?



Twitter for Caribbean ICT news
Facebook group
LinkedIn



Plaxo

 Buttons



Other mailing lists
Other online forums
Second Life
Podcasts
YouTube Channel

 Flyers








What we do to hook them
Song
 CIVIC

styles






Graphic chart - logo in different formats for use in different
media

Use Online tools




What we do to hook them



Other media
 Stickers

 Radio

and newspapers
syndicated column in the regional newspapers
 Regional TV program on ICT (BBC Click for Caribbean)
 CIVIC

Visibility in other meetings
 Media

song – create lyrics to be put to various music

merengue, reggae, zouk, soca, compas

CIVIC widgets
 Google

widget
Vista widget
 Mac OS widget
 FOSS widget
 Facebook widget
 Windows

Kit for members to take to other events

 Powerpoint

template for own presentations
presentations on CIVIC (5 slides - 10 mins in
French, Dutch and Spanish, 5 mins in English)
 Flyers
 Stickers
 Buttons
 T-Shirts and Polos
 Powerpoint

 Build

the BUZZ before!

2
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Content creation


CIVIC Webconference

Information that CIVIC can provide

 One

 Downloadable

 Telecenter

 Tricks

position papers and press releases

and tips

Twitter
 How to use FaceBook safely
 Business Blogging


 Short

per year picking up issues from channels
event for people with no broadband
 Internet Fiesta

background documents

Internet Governance road map
 Domain Names
 IPv6
 FLOSS


Alliances
 Participate
 Networking

Merchandising
in other events with other groups
and linking with other orgs to increase

 Café

Press

 Tshirts

visibility

 Polo

 BytesforAll

 Coffee

(Goa, India)
 GlobalVoices
 Ugabytes (English speaking Africa)
 Alfa-Redi (Peru)
 Vecam (Francophone)
 APC
 CARICOM/ACS/OECS/EU

shirts
mugs
 Mousepads
 USB Flash drives

3
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Participation


What do we mean by participation?
 Talking
 Simply

Participation


or
being part of the group or

We need to encourage people to inform CIVIC about
what they are doing
Projects
Activities
 Research papers



 Both


And what’s happening in their community
Conferences
Meetings
 Presentations
 Opportunities



Ways to increase Participation



Channel update via email
Channel advertising via CIVIC
 Get



more people to join the channels

Subscribe all people to all Channels?
 May

not be scaleable

CIVIC-er of the month
 Profile

of CIVIC member

 Bio,
 Video

interview

 Website/blog

 Keep

a searchable archive of the profiles

4
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Retaining membership


Moderation and Best Practices in the Network
 Subject

to organise subject lines to reflect the topic (or the
changing topic)

and updates

 Need






lines in CIVIC emails

 Need

 News

Resources Needed

to know the country of the event/news etc






Merchandising
Adverts
 Donations


Ongoing Channel Manager Training
CIVIC tagging so material is easily available
when searching

Channel Managers are necessary resources.

Proper translation for the content that we are sending
out
Some finance is important


Fresh and interesting content

 Standard

LOTS of human resources



Networking


Media partners

Benefits

More members!
More participation!
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Evaluation Summary
CIVIC 2.0 Event, Juan Dolio, Dominican Republic, 13‐14 Noviembre 2008
Facilitator: Beatrice Briggs

I.

Workshop objetives
To what extent have the workshop objetives been achieved?
% de Responses (of 37 total evaluations)
Strongly
Agree

Speci:ic Objetives:

5

Objective 1: Stregthen CIVIC community through facetoface meeting

62%

Objective 2: De:ine strategic priorities

16%

Objective 3: Draft 20092011 work plan

AVERAGE RESPONSE

Strongly
Disagree

4

3

2

1

N/A

32%

5%

0%

0%

0%

57%

24%

0%

0%

3%

8% 38%
29% 42%

30%
20%

19%
6%

3%
1%

3%
2%

Any additional comments comments related to the objetives?
Number 3 is s+ll to be done, however, this process has started.

II.

Logistics
% de Responses (of 37 total evaluations)
Strongly
Agree

5

Strongly
Disagree

4

3

2

1

N/A

Preevent communication

49%

46%

0%

3%

0%

3%

Venue (Hotel Costa Caribe)

14%

38%

38%

11%

0%

0%

Food

11% 35%
24% 40%

38%
25%

16%
10%

0%
0%

0%
1%

AVERAGE RESPONSE
Any addi(onal comments comments related to the logis(cs?

It was more important to be together. We overcame the accommoda+on problems.
I was happy the event was here.

III

Workshop program design and content
Please give your appreciation of each session. Mark “N/A” (not applicable) if you did not attend the session.

% de Responses (of 37 total evaluations)
Strongly
Agree

DAY 1

5

CIVIC timeline

51%

New website launch

Strongly
Disagree

4

3

2

1

N/A

46%

3%

0%

0%

0%

14%

46%

24%

8%

5%

3%

Best of CIVIC stories

30%

51%

11%

8%

0%

0%

Visioning exercese

24%

59%

16%

0%

0%

0%

Reception in Santo Domingo

22%

27%

32%

11%

3%

5%

AVERAGE RESPONSE

26% 43%

21%

7%

1%

1%

Any additional comments comments related to day 1?

Excellent day! Great mee+ng and new stories. Recep+on‐ limited interac+on under DR.
Presenta+ons too long at recep+on and not enough +me for mingling at recep+on cocktail.
We dreamed well‐ but momentum was not well harnessed to move CIVIC beyond/forward.
Not enough interac+on with our audience in Santo Domingo. The primary audience was
not given the opportunity to voice their comments and sugges+ons.

% de Responses (of 37 total evaluations)
Strongly
Agree

Strongly
Disagree

DAY 2

5

Overall process for developing strategic priorities

24%

57%

Final plenary

22%

AVERAGE RESPONSE
Any additional comments comments related to day 2?

Final plenary as always tends to be a bit short, always diﬃcult to do a +meline.

4

3

2

1

N/A

14%

0%

0%

5%

54%

14%

8%

0%

3%

27% 48%

17%

5%

1%

2%

Rate of 3 because there was too much tension and people who did not make a good contribution- rather stalled the process to compose their ideas.
Rate of 3 because people's creative juices were flowing and great ideas we put on the table- the issue is money and how to make
those ideas become a reality!
Maybe some pre‐event work ion dis+lling the strategic priori+es, e.g. a ques+onnaire.

What was most valuable or effective about this event for you?
· The opportunity to work in groups and to know people and the un‐organization.
· The ICT4D policy training.
· Reconnecting with old and new CIVIC members. Seeing important issues back on the agenda.
· Reinforce the link and lentinent dappartenante (?).
· Reinforcement o my belief that CIVIC does work and “is for real.”
· Democratic discussions of ICT by experts and sharing of information to strengthen this community.
· Meeting people.
· Meeting people and interacting.
· Meeting face‐to‐face with fellow CIVICers.
· Ability to make face‐to‐face contact with other members.
· The networking and the process of identifying priorities.
· Afternoon of day 2‐ CIVIC consultations.
· Face‐to‐face meetings.
· The approach used for preparing the strategic planning.
· The interaction between participants was high and the enthusiasm was sustained through the excellent facilitation.
· Networking, face‐to‐face environment.
· To meet face‐to‐face and have the opportunity o building‐up together, in excellent atmosphere, the strategies plan.
· Community face‐to‐face strengthening. Identi]ication o possibilities of collaboration with other organizations.
· Getting to know the people/actors in CIVIC.
· Putting a face to the emails and learning about the many synergies between projects and/or organizations.
· Interaction and networking.
· Meeting people – cementing networks.
· Small group work‐ especially afternoon of day 1. “What gives life to CIVIC” and the stars.
· It was productive.
· The opportunity tot meet CIVIC members ace to ace after reading their posts and interacting with some of them online.
· The opportunity to meet and liaise with CIVIC members.
· The face‐to‐face collaboration and cultural exchanges.
· The visioning exercise.
· A lot of excellent ideas were generated. Concern now is how to implement and not lose them.
· I would say it was the colleagues face‐to‐face.
· Personal exchange.
· Sharing face‐to‐face vs. virtual.

What aspects of the event would you change?
· More deliverables out of the policy consultations.
· Nothing.
· Finalization of paper.
· Not sure it was done intro! But the ]irst 2 days were a bit too “theoretical.”
· Shorter break for lunch times.
· Objectives needed to be better de]ined. University event should have focused on DR issues.
· The Santo Domingo “event.”
· The temperature!
· More should be done to get contacts for and provide material to the Dominican audience in Sto. Domingo.
· Location.
· Reception in Sto. Domingo‐ too long presentations, no interaction with audience, no presentation o DR’s experience. Too few
time dedicated to strategic planning in terms of sustainability plans/strategies.
· The long hours.
· Day 2 split – both activities were interesting.
· Location and accommodation.
· The hours were too long. This in my opinion reduced the effectiveness of the late sessions as participants were tired.
· The room was too cold.
· A bit rushed with visioning. Maybe an extra day to distill working of a statement.
· Planning of events. The policy training, strategic planning and channel manager was crammed in a couple days and this could
have been three events (separate).
· Cutting off dialogue (channel managers); this caused loss of enthusiasm and momentum, e.g. draft for channel managers charter
on wiki.
· I think more could have come out of the strategic planning process.
· More synergy/opportunity discovery.
· At least hal to enjoy the country.

IV.

Facilitator
What is your opinion about the facilitator (Beatrice Briggs)? Mark the statement that most closely represents your view.
Strongly Somewhat Strongly Not Sure
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Was responsive to needs of the group

78%

16%

5%

0%

Managed time well

92%

8%

0%

0%

Created a space with trust and safety

81%

14%

3%

3%

Maintained group focus

73%

27%

0%

0%

Animated and balanced participation

70%

30%

0%

0%

Effectively managed decisionmaking process

43%

49%

5%

3%

AVERAGE RESPONSE

73% 24%

2%

1%

Do you have any other feedback for Beatrice?

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

She’s excellent. I have never seen a moderator like her, ever. Her time management of the event is outstanding.
Put this document outline to be ]illed in by participants.
I have learnt a lot from your style of “working.”
Good moderation.
Very responsive to group and creative. Perhaps the technology could be used for easy feedback for reports, etc.
Excellent facilitator‐ kept the group focused!
Please keep up the good work. Thank you very much for your time.
Excellent resource person with very creative facilitation aids.
Excellent moderation.
Congrats because you did a good job.
Great job.
To introduce herself online.
You did great Bea! Thank you!
Need to be more forceful and energetic to guide the group’s mood.
Effective use of notes, starts, paper.
Well done‐ mastering patience.
Be clearer about the meaning of the “bell” at the onset and ask for agreement to comply.
The strategy of indirectly citing vision and objectives was a very good approach.
·
She did well, but I personally think that one week or few days was not enough. In order to hash out the strategic priorities
a few more days would have been needed.
·
Great work.

V. Overall assessment
% de Responses (of 37 total evaluations)

Overall how do you rate this workshop?

Strongly

Strongly

Agree

Disagree

5
27%

4
62%

3
8%

2
0%

1
N/A
0%
3%

Do you have any other suggestions or remarks you would like to share with the event planning committee?
· To leave a space of ½ day for interaction with the ICT persons/project in the country (visit).
· Keep up the hard work, good job!!! Work hard to include other members
wherever and whenever possible. Don’t be afraid to “call people” and say, “hey, can you do this…!!!”
· Make all effort to upkeep the enthusiasm and excitement re]lects in this meeting.
· None‐ thank you! Thank you! Thank you!
· A little more time for strategic planning. Perhaps, one day less for training or one more day for the event.
· More noti]ication sent out. Need a hotel with wireless in the sleeping room.
· A successful and well‐managed event.
· Hope to have another event in 1 year.
· Difference in location.
· Follow‐up with communication to maintain momentum.
· Thanks for the sponsorship and having made it possible.
· Have a 4 or 5 day session focused on strategic planning.
· Days were really long‐ maybe we tried to cram too much, ended up being a little
super]icial. Should it be deep or wide and more shallow? Discussion does take it deeper though.
· Thank you!

